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Figure 2: Network structure observed at different points in
evolution: (a) the initial random network, with trait values
dispersed throughout; (b) the network at the point of phase
transition, when group formation spreads rapidly between
neighbours with similar trait values; and (c) the network at
the end of a run, with individuals clustered into weakly con-
nected communities. Note that smaller networks (N = 500)
are shown for clarity; however, their qualitative features are
otherwise similar.
Figure3: A representativerun ofthe modelinitialised with a
random network (N = 2000,K = 6,α = 0.25). Each sym-
bolrepresents the mean groupsize observedover20random
seedings (as described in the text), together with a moving
average calculated over 10 iterations (gray line) and mean
trait difference between neighbouring nodes (black line).
The three networks in Figure 2 correspond to networks ob-
served prior to, during, and after, the spike in mean group
size.
each individual is now able to select their new neighbour
froma wider poolof potentialcandidates(their fellowgroup
members). The mean trait difference between neighbours
drops(to0.049,Figure3)andthenetworkbeginstopartition
into a number of weakly connected communities (Figure 2,
bottompanel, andFigure 3). Arounditeration90, mean path
length begins to increase steadily, reaching approximately
14 by iteration 200.
In the extreme case, the network may disintegrate com-
pletely into a set of disconnected components; however, this
is not required in order for group size to fall: by iteration
200, 94.4% of individuals still belonged to a single con-
nected component. The appearance of community structure
sufﬁcientto hamperthe formationof groupsbycreatingbot-
tlenecksthatimpedethespreadofinvitations. Ifthereisonly
a single link between two communities,then, evenif it is be-
tween two very similar individuals, groupmembershiphas a
chance of spreading at best equal to α.
This social evolution dynamic was observed across a
rangeof parametersettings, with the primarydifferencesbe-
ing the time required for the network to organise, and the
maximum size to which groups are able to grow (Figures 4
and 5). As K and/or α increase, the size of groups that form
throughout each simulation run also increases, in line with
the trend illustrated in Figure 1. For all combinations of K
and α, the peak group size achieved is substantially greater
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